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Using computers to translate shapes into melodies. Hear beautiful music for the first time that emanates

from 72 kabbalah codes connecting us to the power of unconditional love,healing,prosperity ,and many

other positive energies. 72 MP3 Songs in this album (73:00) ! Related styles: NEW AGE: Meditation,

NEW AGE: Spiritual People who are interested in William Orbit Brian Eno should consider this download.

Details: Sound healing has been with us since the beginning of time. The Swiss-born scientists

discovered that playing a violin bow on a metal plate full of sand would cause the sand to form unique

patterns based on the octave of the bow, the length of the stroke and other factors. A Chinese physicist

discovered that by projecting certain symbols and sounds to water caused the water to form beautiful

crystals, restoring water to its original undifferentiated state. We are made of over 80 water .Imagine the

impact our thoughts, our words ,our environment does to us. Using kabbalistic technology we have

decoded the sound waves of the kabbalistic 72 names of god. Like a tuning fork ,The sounds awaken in

us the power to undo our d.n.a. To remove stress,to get rid of addictions,to heal ourselves and others.

The sounds on this cd help us to awaken the healer within. This is the first time using computer

technology that these sounds have been made available to us. It's in understanding how sound impacts

bone, blood, nerve endings and tissue. Kabbalistic sound healing technologies evoke brain states and

systematic homeostasis, where it is believed that the body can heal and restore itself. Its not just sounds

but actually beautiful pieces of music. They will fill your day with light. CD comes with meditation booklet.

Inside you will find the 72 code images and written meditation for each code.
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